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OVERVIEW
Revelry is the brainchild of Jared Burns, for whom a career in wine must have been
latently preordained, as he is the scion of the inventor of the synthetic cork! A passionate craftsman of Washington State wines, he sources fruit Varieties:
of the highest possible quality he can find from some of the White: Chardonnay,
choicest plots in the Columbia Valley, including the Wahluke Riesling, Sauvignon
Slope, Horse Heaven Hills, and Red Mountain AVAs. One of Blanc
Red: Cabernet Franc,
the principal goals of Revelry is to provide consumers with Cabernet Sauvignon,
Washington State wines of exceptional value.
Merlot, Syrah, Petit
Verdot

WINES

Average Production:
16,000 cases

Jared Burns

Revelry Riesling
Made with a nod to the old world style but created in the style that speaks of Washington State Riesling. It has an impeccable balance of minerality, honey, fresh
peach nectar and Juicy grapefruit supported by refreshing acidity.
Revelry Chardonnay
Chardonnay with the robust feel that is typical to the variety, but with the sort of refreshing zip that is more readily associated with European wines. The fruit profile,
consistently pear-toned with tropical undercurrents, remains true to its domestic
provenance.
Revelry Cabernet Sauvignon
A broad-shouldered, ribald wine with the beauty of the classic black fruits of Cabernet Sauvignon. A small addition of Merlot amplifies the base of the wine, which is
adorned with elegantly defined notions of vanilla and pie spices.
Revelry Merlot
An utterly drinkable Merlot with a luxurious texture and soft but still well-delineated
black and blue fruits. Easy, elegant, and fresh with satisfying depth and warmth
(although not the kind of warmth associated with high alcohol…), it’s a fine reminder of what Merlot can be.
Revelry The Reveler
A blend that changes with the whim of the winemaker each vintage…
2009 Vintage: this go around Cabernet Franc is back in the drivers' seat at 36%, with
Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon at 36% and 28% respectively. Lush and full with an
extraordinarily long finish, Jared thinks this is the best Reveler blend he has made.
Revelry Reserve Blend
The Reserve Blend is just that. Comprised of just nine of Jared’s finest barrels of wine,
and blended from four varieties, and two sites, this blend is velvety smooth, with flavors of red fruit, and caramel. “I find that the flavors sit right on your palette and linger. It is a truly enjoyable experience.” - Jared Burns
2008 Vintage: 44% Merlot, 22% Cabernet Sauvignon, 22% Syrah, 12% Cabernet Franc

ACCOLADES
“Revelry Merlot: Fresh and juicy, a core of ripe blueberry and currant fruit morphing
into mocha as the finish lingers.”
Harvey Steiman, Wine Spectator
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“One of the Top 10 Best Reds in Washington under $20”
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“...this award-winning Merlot displays aromas and flavors of blueberry and black
cherry, oak and spice.”

Seattle Magazine

Seattle Times Sunday Magazine

